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ABSTRACT

In high wind speed conditions, sea spray generated by intensely breaking waves greatly influences the wind

stress and heat fluxes. Measurements indicate that the drag coefficient decreases at high wind speeds. The sea

spray generation function (SSGF), an important term of wind stress parameterisation at high wind speeds, is

usually treated as a function of wind speed/friction velocity. In this study, we introduce a wave-state-dependent

SSGF and wave-age-dependent Charnock number into a high wind speed�wind stress parameterisation. The

newly proposed wind stress parameterisation and sea spray heat flux parameterisation were applied to an

atmosphere�wave coupled model to study the mid-latitude storm development of six storm cases. Compared

with measurements from the FINO1 platform in the North Sea, the new wind stress parameterisation can

reduce wind speed simulation errors in the high wind speed range. Considering only sea spray impact on wind

stress (and not on heat fluxes) will intensify the storms (in terms of minimum sea level pressure and maximum

wind speed), but has little effect on the storm tracks. Considering the impact of sea spray on heat fluxes only

(not on wind stress) can improve the model performance regarding air temperature, but it has little effect on

the storm intensity and storm track performance. If the impact of sea spray on both the wind stress and heat

fluxes is taken into account, the model performs best in all experiments for minimum sea level pressure,

maximum wind speed and air temperature.

Keywords: sea spray, wind stress, heat fluxes, storms

1. Introduction

Severe storm systems threaten offshore activities as well

as coastal and inland areas. Appropriate descriptions of

processes such as air�sea interaction can play a role in better

forecasts and better climate descriptions of these systems.

Air�sea interaction processes are responsible for transport-

ing energy, heat and matter between the ocean and the

atmosphere.Momentum and heat fluxes are essential factors

affecting storm intensity, storm tracks and precipitation.

Appropriate momentum and heat flux parameterisations in

numerical models can play an essential role in weather

forecasting and climate studies. Although momentum and

heat flux parameterisations have been studied for decades,

there is no general agreement on their formulation, espe-

cially in extreme wind conditions (e.g. Takagaki et al., 2012).

Although several wind stress parameterisations exist for

high wind speed conditions, their scatter is significant due to

the few field data available and uncertainties in the descrip-

tion of sea spray in the wind�sea.
Bulk formulation is the main method used to calculate

the momentum flux/wind stress in numerical models. The

drag coefficient, Cd, is chosen to build the relationship

between wind speed and wind stress, s, that is, s ¼ qaCd U2
10,

where ra is the air density and U10 the wind speed at 10m

above mean sea level. Under neutral stratification condi-

tions, the drag coefficient is usually given by

CdN ¼
j

lnð10=z0Þ

 !2

(1)

where z0 is the sea roughness length and k�0.4 the

von Karman constant. Charnock (1955) proposed the

Charnock relationship, still widely used in numerical mod-

els, that is, z0 ¼ au2
�=g, where a is the Charnock coefficient,
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u* the friction velocity, and g the acceleration of gravity.

The value of the Charnock coefficient is usually set to

be approximately 0.015�0.035 (Powell et al., 2003). With

increased numbers of measurements, many studies (i.e.

Drennan et al., 2005; Hwang, 2005; Carlsson et al., 2009)

have found that the Charnock coefficient not only is related

to friction velocity but also depends on the sea state.

The Charnock coefficient is commonly treated as a function

of wave age (i.e. b�cp/U10, where cp is the peak phase speed

of waves) or wave steepness (i.e. Hsu, 1974; Taylor and

Yelland, 2001; Guan and Xie, 2004; Kumar et al., 2009).

Foreman and Emeis (2010) proposed that should be a linear

function of U10N, the 10-m wind speed at neutral stability.

Field and laboratory measurements (i.e. Powell et al.,

2003; Donelan et al., 2004; Jarosz et al., 2007) indicate that

Cd may decrease with wind speed at very high wind speeds.

Many studies demonstrate that sea spray generated by

intensive wave breaking is an important factor reducing Cd

at high wind speeds (i.e. Donelan et al., 2004; Makin, 2005).

Ocean sea spray can reduce the turbulent kinetic energy

(TKE) of atmospheric flow, which reduces the drag coeffi-

cient (Barenblatt et al., 2005). In addition, based on the

direct numerical simulation of idealised turbulent flow,

the results of Richter and Sullivan (2013) indicate that

particle inertial effects dominate any particle-induced stra-

tification effects. Some parameterisations have been pro-

posed to describe the decreasing drag coefficient at high

wind speeds based on possible physical mechanisms. At high

wind speeds, the sea spray generation function (SSGF) is a

complex process related to several factors, including wind

speed and wave state. In most wind stress parameterisations

(i.e. Kudryavtsev, 2006; Kudryavtsev et al., 2012), the

SSGF is treated as a function of only wind speed or friction

velocity. However, the SSGF is related not only to wind

speed but also to windwave development (Zhao et al., 2006).

It is therefore necessary to incorporate the wave information

into the SSGF when parameterising wind stress.

Sea spray also influences the sensible and latent heat

fluxes. Numerical models and measurements indicate that

sea spray can redistribute heat fluxes between the air and

the sea (i.e. Korolev et al., 1990; Van Eijk et al., 2001).

At high wind speeds, heat can cross the air�sea interface in

two ways, by the interfacial route and the spray route.

In most numerical models, the impact of sea spray on the

sensible and latent heat fluxes is not considered in heat flux

parameterisations. Recently, Andreas et al. (2008, 2014)

proposed a model of how sea spray influences heat fluxes in

which the two heat flux components (i.e. interfacial and

spray heat fluxes) are calculated separately. In the study

of Kudryavtsev et al. (2012), the impact of sea spray on

heat fluxes was considered through the increase of the

heat transfer coefficient via the increase of the temperature

roughness scale induced by sea spray.

Regarding the application of these parameterisations

in numerical models, the choice of parameterisations is

problematic because the output data are significantly

scattered and few measurements made at very high wind

speeds are available. Is the wave information impor-

tant for these parameterisations? How much impact do

the different parameterisations (i.e. with/without sea

spray and considering more wave information) have on

the simulation of storms? These questions are important

when formulating storm forecast models and will be

addressed here.

In this study, we introduce a wave-state-dependent

SSGF and wave-age-dependent Charnock coefficient

into a wind stress parameterisation (Kudryavtsev et al.,

2012) and apply heat fluxes incorporating the contribu-

tion of spray-related processes in an atmosphere�wave
coupled model to investigate their impact on the mid-

latitude storm development. This paper is structured as

follows: previous studies of wind stress parameterisations

at high wind speeds are summarised in Section 2; a new

proposed wind drag coefficient parameterisation based on

the work of Kudryavtsev et al. (2012) and the heat flux

parameterisation of Andreas et al. (2014) is introduced in

Section 3; the coupled system and the measurements used

in this paper are briefly described in Section 4; the simu-

lated storm cases are introduced in Section 5; finally, the

results, discussion and conclusions are presented in Sections

6, 7 and 8, respectively.

2. Previous studies of wind stress

parameterisation at high wind speeds

Although considerable effort has been put into developing

wind stress parameterisation for high wind speeds, there is

still significant scatter of themodel output associated with the

developed parameterisations compared with measurements.

Sea spray droplets generated in the ocean are thrown into

the air and then fall back into the ocean. This process first

extracts momentum from the air as the droplets accelerate

approaching wind speed, and then releases momentum to

the ocean when the droplets crash back into the ocean

(Andreas, 2004). Based on the momentum balance, Andreas

(2004) partitioned the total wind stress, s, into two parts: the

stress supported by the air, sa, and the stress supported

by the sea spray, ssp. The total wind stress can therefore be

written as follows:

s � qau2
� ¼ sa þ ssp (2)

Estimating how much momentum is transferred from the

air to the ocean via sea spray � a process called spray

stress � is a key aspect of this approach. Based on the

2 L. WU ET AL.



SSGF (i.e. dF/dr0), the spray stress is described as follows

(Andreas and Emanuel, 2001; Andreas, 2004):

ssp ¼
4p

3
qw

Z rhi

rlo

uspðr0Þr3
0

dF

dr0

dr0 (3)

where rw is the seawater density, usp (r0) the horizontal speed

of a droplet before it falls back into the ocean, F the spume

production rate, r0 the initial radius of the spray droplet, and

rlo and rhi the lower and upper radius limits of the droplets.

Using an approach differing from that of Andreas (2004),

Makin (2005) proposed, based on the theory of Barenblatt

(1979), that a limited-saturation layer will form deep in the

marine atmospheric surface layer. Under very high wave

conditions, spray droplets form a very stable boundary layer

near the ocean surface, which is characterised by a limited-

saturation regime. In this layer, the particle concentration

decreases with height. A resistance law for the sea surface

at high wind speeds is proposed based on the TKE balance

equations for airflow subject to the regime of limited

saturation by suspended sea spray droplets. Makin (2005)

treats the Charnock coefficient as constant. To improve

the parameterisation of Makin (2005) to better accommo-

date low to extreme winds, Liu et al. (2012) introduced

the Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research (SCOR)

Charnock coefficient relationship (Jones and Toba, 2001)

into the parameterisation. Zweers et al. (2010) introduced

the wind-speed-dependent Charnock coefficient (Makin,

2003), which incorporates the effect of air-flow separation

into the parameterisation. Applying this parameterisation in

models leads to stronger simulated hurricanes.

Soloviev and Lukas (2010) proposed a concept involving

a two-phase layer (i.e. air bubbles in water and sea spray

droplets in air) in the air�sea boundary layer forming due to

wave breaking under high wind conditions. This two-phase

environment can suppress the gravity�capillary waves and

reduce the wind stress drag coefficient (Soloviev et al., 2014).

The two-phase transition layer is observed in a 3D numerical

experiment using amultiphase fluid volumemodel (Soloviev

et al., 2012) in which the change in the air�sea interaction

layer at high wind speeds is related to Kelvin�Helmholtz

(K�H) type instability (Soloviev and Lukas, 2010; Soloviev

et al., 2012). After the formation of two-phase layer, K�H
instability provides the mechanism to maintain the marginal

stability regime in the transition layer (Soloviev and Lukas,

2010). Later, Soloviev et al. (2014) proposed two approaches

to obtaining the unified drag coefficient, Cd, that is, the

surface stress and surface roughness methods.

From the perspective of sea-spray-laden flow dynamics,

the turbulent energy decreases because it requires energy to

lift the sea spray droplets (Rastigejev et al., 2011). In other

words, lifting the sea spray droplets reduces the atmospheric

mixing, in turn reducing the air�sea drag coefficient.

Rastigejev et al. (2011) proposed two numerical models

to simulate the lubrication effect of sea spray based on the

TKE equation and Monin�Obukhov similarity theory

(MOST), respectively. Rastigejev et al. (2011) found that

both models can reproduce the decreasing drag coefficient

when sea spray is intense and that sea spray can accelerate

the airflow in the lower part of the boundary layer. Recently,

Rastigejev and Suslov (2014) introduced the turbulence

mixing length caused by sea spray stratification into a higher

order turbulence closure scheme. The reduction of the drag

coefficient due to sea spray is more than in the low-order,

TKE-based model (Rastigejev et al., 2011).

Recalling the effect of temperature stratification on the

turbulent marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL),

Kudryavtsev (2006) suggested that sea spray can affect the

MABL through buoyancy force. The volume source of

droplets is introduced into the conservation equation for

spray. Based on the closure schemes of Barenblatt and

Golitsyn (1974) and introducing the sea droplet effect into

MOST, a high wind speed parameterisation was proposed.

The results of Kudryavtsev (2006) indicate that the ejection

of sea droplets into the airflow has a negligible effect on

the drag coefficient. However, the droplets ejected into the

airflow at the height of breaking wave crests significantly

influence thewind stress. The influence of sea spray production

on near-surface, wind speed distribution was introduced by

Kudryavtsev andMakin (2011) andKudryavtsev et al. (2012).

Based on the assumption that the droplets are instantaneously

accelerated to the wind speed when they are generated at the

height of breaking crests, the sea spray stress term in Andreas

(2004) is zero. After applying the closure scheme for the

turbulent fluxes of momentum and droplets and with some

simplifications (Kudryavtsev and Makin, 2011; Kudryavtsev

et al., 2012), the effective roughness length (Z0) can be ex-

pressed as follows (see Kudryavtsev and Makin, 2011;

Kudryavtsev et al., 2012 for details):

Z0 ¼ z0expð�~mÞ (4)

~m ¼
rF

4ju�
ln2ðd=z0Þ (5)

where d is the depth of the spray generation layer,

d ¼ 2k�1
b , kb the shortest breaking wave producing spume

droplets, and r ¼ ðqw � qaÞ=ðqaÞ. To keep the Charnock

coefficient consistent with Rossby Centre regional atmo-

spheric model (RCA), 0.0185 is chosen in this study.

To simplify the model, a simplified SSGF is chosen from

the study of Kudryavtsev et al. (2012), and then the volume

flux of droplets is expressed as:

F ¼ csu�ðu10=cbÞ (6)

where cs�1.6�10�9 is an empirical constant and cb�c(kb) is

the phase velocity of the shortest breaking waves producing

THE IMPACT OF WAVES AND SEA SPRAY 3



spumedroplets; seeKudryavtsev et al. (2012) andKudryavtsev

and Makin (2011) for the details of calculating kb.

3. Parameterising the impact of sea spray on

air�sea interaction

To evaluate various parameterisations, the expressions are

compared with a variety of measured data. These include

Southern Ocean data on swell influence (Sahlée et al., 2012),

GPS dropsonde profile data on tropical cyclones (Powell

et al., 2003), CBLAST data on hurricane wind speeds from

dropsonde observations and in situ flight data (Bell et al.,

2012), data from the Östergarnsholm micro-meteorological

site in the Baltic Sea (Högström et al., 2008), data on Pacific

Ocean typhoons directly measured from a moored buoy

(Potter et al., 2015) and data measured from the ocean

side of the air�sea interface in the Gulf of Mexico with

a resistance coefficient of r�0.001 cm s�1 (Jarosz et al.,

2007).

3.1. Wind stress

3.1.1. Comparison of existing wind stress para-

meterisations at high wind speeds. Figure 1 shows the results

of some of the parameterisations described in Section 2.

Different parameterisations give significantly different results,

especially under very high wind speed conditions. According

toa traditional parameterisation shownas a black line inFig. 1

(fromRCA4, see Section 4.1.1 for details), the drag coefficient

increases with wind speed in the rough wind range. When the

wind speed approaches 50, the drag coefficient is near 0.004,

which is unrealistic. The new parameterisation of Andreas

et al. (2014), which treats the friction velocity as a linear

function ofU10N, produces an increasing drag coefficient until

the wind speed is approximately 35ms�1, after which it tends

to saturation (dotted black line in Fig. 1). However, measure-

ments indicate thatCdwill decreasewith increasingwind speed

when the wind speed exceeds 30�35ms�1.

The results of a parameterisation based on the limited-

saturation layer (Makin, 2005) (Fig. 1, black dashed line)

and its extension (Liu et al., 2012) for different wave age

(Fig. 1, red dashed line for wave age b�1 and red dotted

line for wave age b�0.2) agree reasonably well with mea-

surements. However, there is a very sharp peak in the

drag coefficient and no reasonable physical explanation

of this feature. The new results of Soloviev et al. (2014)

(Fig. 1, cyan line and cyan dashed line) agree well with

the measurements from Jarosz et al. (2007) at wind speeds

below 40m s�1, but they overestimate the drag coefficient

when compared with the data from Powell et al. (2003) and
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Makin, 2005

Kudryavtsev et al. 2012

Liu et al., 2012 with β=0.2

Liu et al., 2012 with β=1.0

Kudryavtsev et al., 2012, Eqs. 4 and 9, βw=0.2

Kudryavtsev et al., 2012, Eqs. 4 and 9, βw=1.0

Kudryavtsev et al., 2012, Eqs. 4, 9 and 10, βw=1.0, β=1.3

Kudryavtsev, 2006, their Eq. 65

Kudryavtsev, 2006, their Eq. 76

Kudryavtsev, 2006, their Eq. 77

Soloviev et al., 2014 Surface stress method

Soloviev et al., 2014 Surface roughness method

Jarosz et al., 2007 resistance coefficient r =0.001 cm/s

Powell et al., 2003, 10−100 m

Holthuijsen et al., 2012

Östergarnsholm data

Sahlée et al., 2012

ITOP campaign data (Potte et al., 2014)

High wind speed CBLAST

Fig. 1. Various parameterised and measured drag coefficients (data were reproduced except Östergarnsholm data and Southern Ocean

data). Red� signs are data measured from the ocean side of the air�sea interface (Jarosz et al., 2007); black squares are GPS dropsonde

data (Powell et al., 2003); blue�signs are eddy-correlation data from Östergarnsholm for wind speeds over 15m s�1 (Högström et al.,

2008); black� signs are data from the Southern Ocean (Sahlée et al., 2012); cyan�signs are high wind speed CBLAST data (Bell et al.,

2012); black�signs are typhoon data from the Pacific Ocean (Potter et al., 2014).
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Holthuijsen et al. (2012). Using the conservation equation

introduced the volume source of spray, as suggested by

Kudryavtsev (Kudryavtsev, 2006; Kudryavtsev et al., 2012,

shown in Fig. 1 as green and blue lines, respectively), the

three SSGF parameterisations of Kudryavtsev (2006) are

shown (green lines in Fig. 1). Changing the SSGF can greatly

affect the results, but most SSGF parameterisations agree

well with the measurements used here. The parameterisa-

tions taking account of sea spray influences perform better

than those that do not in the data shown here. The sea-spray-

influenced wind stress parameterisations can at least repro-

duce the reduced drag coefficient at high wind speeds

(Fig. 1). The comparison shown in Fig. 1 indicates that

the Kudryavtsev et al. (2012) results are better, as they show

no sharp peak in drag coefficient. The recent results of

Kudryavtsev et al. (2012) (dark blue line in Fig. 1) are used

as the base parameterisation to add more wave informa-

tion (i.e. the wave-age-dependent Charnock coefficient and

the wave-state-dependent SSGF) to the parameterisation

to investigate their influence.

3.1.2. Improved wind stress parameterisation. From com-

paring the use of different SSGFs in the Kudryavtsev

(2006) parameterisation [green lines in Fig. 1 represent eqs.

(65), (76) and (77) in Kudryavtsev, 2006], it can be seen that

the drag coefficient is sensitive to the SSGF. The SSGF in

Kudryavtsev et al. (2012) is related to friction velocity

as the wind speed is the most important factor affecting

SSGF. However, the SSGF is also related to many other

environmental factors. As proposed by Toba et al. (2006),

the development of wind waves, rather than wind speed,

may be more appropriate to describe air�sea interaction

conditions. Based on this idea, a non-dimensional para-

meter (the wind�sea Reynolds number, Rb) was proposed

to describe the air�sea transfer behaviour of spray (Toba

et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2006):

Rb ¼ u2
�=xpn; or (7)

Rb ¼ Cd

u3
10

gn
bw; bw ¼

g

xpU10

(8)

where xp is the wave angular frequency at the wind�sea
spectral peak, n the air kinematic viscosity, and bw the

wave age of wind waves. Zhao et al. (2006) proposed an

SSGF dependent on the wind�sea wave Reynolds number

for droplets with radii of 30�500mm. To extend the SSGF

to droplets with radii under 30 mm, we used the same

method as Liu et al. (2011, 2012). Liu et al. (2012)

introduced the whitecap coverage function into the

SSGF of Monahan (1986) and developed a wind�sea
Reynolds number-dependent SSGF for droplets smaller

than 20mm. In the range 20�30mm, linear interpolation

was used to fill the gap; the SSGF is then

dF
dr0
¼

0:506R1:09
b r�2:95

0 ð1þ 0:029r1:02
0 Þ � 101:19expð�B2

0
Þ

r0B20mm
7:84� 10�3R1:5

b r�1
0 30Br0B75mm

4:41� 101R1:5
b r�3

0 75Br0B200mm
1:41� 1013R1:5

b r�8
0 200Br0B500mm

8>>>><
>>>>:

(9)

where B0 ¼ ð0:666� 0:976� logðr0ÞÞ=0:650. After the

integral of the SSGFs in eq. (9), they are applied to eq. (5),

which represents the basic parameterisation of Kudryavtsev

et al. (2012), to investigate the impact of the SSGF on the

drag coefficient.

As several researchers (e.g. Kumar et al., 2009) have

recognised that the Charnock coefficient can be influenced

by the wave state information, significant effort has been

made to relate it to wave age. To investigate its influences

under high wind speed conditions, we introduced the wave-

age-dependent Charnock coefficient for the wind�sea con-

dition from Carlsson et al. (2009) into the parameterisation

in eq. (5),

a ¼ 0:05ðcp=u�Þ
�0:4

(10)

Combining eqs. (5), (9) and (10), we obtain a new

wind stress parameterisation that considers the wave-age-

dependent Charnock coefficient and the wave-state-depen-

dent SSGF. The impact on the drag coefficient of adding

only the wave-state-dependent SSGF is shown in Fig. 1

(pink dashed�dotted line, bw�0.2; pink dotted line,

bw�1.0). When the wave-age-dependent Charnock coeffi-

cient is added, this also changes the drag coefficient for

the same wind wave age (dashed pink line in Fig. 1). When

adding wave age as suggested, the impact on the drag

coefficient is clearly significant.

The impacts of the wave-dependent SSGF and wave-

age-dependent Charnock coefficient on the drag coefficient

are shown in more detail in Fig. 2. Both the SSGF and wave

age can significantly influence the drag coefficient when the

wind speed exceeds 15m s�1. Figure 2a shows the results

of introducing only the wave state impact on the SSGF.

When the wind�sea is very young, the drag coefficient

increases with the wind speed, because when the wind speed

suddenly increases, the sea spray cannot develop immedi-

ately so it will not significantly affect the drag coefficient.

When the wind wave age increases, the interaction between

the wave and wind develops, and the influence of the sea

spray on the drag coefficient will make it decrease with wind

speed. If the SSGF is treated as a function of wind speed

only, it cannot describe the wave state influence on the

drag coefficient [see the blue line representing Kudryavtsev

et al. (2012) in Fig. 2]. When the impact of wave age on

the Charnock coefficient (using Carlsson et al., 2009) is also

introduced, the results (Fig. 2b) indicate that the drag
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coefficient will decrease with increasing wave age. When

the wave state is not very young (i.e. the wind wave age is

approximately bw�0.3), the drag coefficient will start to

decrease at wind speeds of 25�30m s�1, which is consistent

with the results of Powell et al. (2003). The range of wave

states studied here indicates that the wave state has a greater

impact on SSGF than on the Charnock coefficient for the

calculation of Cd.

3.2. Heat fluxes

Treating the interfacial latent and sensible heat fluxes, that

is, HL,int and HS,int, as total fluxes is standard in most

numerical models, as follows:

HS;int ¼ qacwCSU10ðTs � hÞ (11)

HL;int ¼ qaLvCEU10ðqs � qÞ (12)

where cw is the seawater specific heat, CS and CE the transfer

coefficients for the sensible and latent heat fluxes, respectively,

Lv the latent heat of vapourisation for air, Ts the sea surface

temperature (SST), u the potential temperature at 10m, qs
the surface specific humidity, q the specific humidity at 10m.

At high wind speeds, the spray-mediated heat fluxes are

of comparable magnitude, as are the interfacial route heat

fluxes. It is thus important to incorporate the spray-mediated

heat fluxes into heat flux parameterisation.

Andreas et al. (2008) proposed a bulk air�sea flux

algorithm that includes both the interfacial and spray

routes for the latent and sensible heat fluxes. In a later

study, Andreas et al. (2014) updated the algorithm to a

new version that treats the latent, HL,T and sensible HS,T

heat fluxes in the interfacial and spray routes separately:

HL;T ¼ HL;int þHL;sp (13)

HS;T ¼ HS;int þHS;sp (14)

where HL,int and Hs,int are calculated using the COARE

algorithm (Fairall et al., 2003) and HL,sp and HS,sp are the

sea-spray-mediated heat fluxes. Andreas (1992) found

that spray droplets with radii of 10�300 mm contribute

the most to the heat fluxes. At low air temperatures, the

spray-sensible heat flux can be as great as the spray-latent

heat flux. Based on earlier results Andreas et al. (2008,

2014) hypothesised that droplets with initial radii of 100 mm
and 50mm are good indicators of HS,sp and HL,sp,

respectively. Then the sea-spray-mediated heat fluxes can

be described as follows (Andreas et al., 2014):

HL;sp ¼ qwLv

n
1�

h rðsf ;50Þ
50mm

i3o
VLðu�;bÞ (15)

HS;sp ¼ qwcwðTs � Teq;100ÞVSðu�;bÞ (16)

where sf ;50 is the residence time of droplets with a 50 mm
initial radius and Teq,100 the equilibrium temperature of
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Fig. 2. Comparison of wave state impact on the drag coefficient in the newly proposed parameterisation: (a) parameterisation with eqs.

(5) and (9); (b) parameterisation with eqs. (5), (9) and (10).
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droplets with a 100mm initial radius. Based on measure-

ments, the wind functions of VLðu�;bÞ and VSðu�;bÞ are

VL ¼
1:76� 10�9 0 � u�;b � 0:1358 ms�1

2:08� 10�7u2:39
�;b 0:1358 ms�1 � u�;b

�
(17)

VS ¼
3:92� 10�8 0 � u�;b � 0:1480 ms�1

5:02� 10�6u2:54
�;b 0:1480 ms�1 � u�;b

�
(18)

to keep the spray flux algorithm reliable, the bulk friction

velocity, u*,b, is calculated using the method described by

Andreas et al. (2014), which is linearly related to U10N.

4. Coupled model system and measurements

4.1. Coupled system

4.1.1. RCA. The RCA version 4 atmospheric model

developed at the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological

Institute (SMHI) is used in the coupled system. It is a

hydrostatic model incorporating terrain-following coordi-

nates and semi-Lagrangian, semi-implicit calculations.

The domain of the RCA model used here includes all of

Europe (see Fig. 3). The resolution is 0.228 spherical with a

rotated latitude/longitude grid. There are 40 vertical levels,

the lowest model level being approximately 32m above

mean sea level, and the time step is 15min. The ERA-40

data (Uppala et al., 2005), which constitute ECMWF

reanalysis data, provide the boundary and initial field

information for RCA, which takes account of SST, ice

cover, wind speed, and so on.

The wind stress parameterisation in RCA is calculated

based on the roughness length, z0, which is described as

follows in RCA:

z0 ¼ f ðUÞ � a
u2
�

g
þ ½1� f ðUÞ� � 0:11

n

u�
(19)

where a is set to 0.0185 in this study and f(U) is a wind

speed function responsible for the transition between

smooth and rough flows. The coupled RCA�WAM system

is similar to that described by Rutgersson et al. (2010,

2012).

4.1.2. WAM. The third-generation, full-spectral wave

model WAM (WAMDI, 1988) is used in the coupled

system. In the WAM model, the spectral energy balance

equation is used to describe the 2D wave spectrum. In this

study, the resolution and domain of WAM are the same as

in the RCA model. The input data for wind speed at 10m

are from the RCA model every time step (time step

in WAM is same as in RCA, 15min). For simplicity, the

lateral wave boundary condition is not introduced in this

study; this will have only a minor impact in high wind

conditions. In WAM, parameters such as significant wave

height, peak wind wave period and roughness length, z0,

are computed from the 2D spectrum. In the coupled model,

the WAM model provides the wave information for RCA.

4.1.3. Coupled experiments. To investigate the influence

of sea spray on storm simulations, six experiments are

designed. The wind stress and heat flux parameterisations

of these experiments are listed in Table 1.

As control experiments, the original RCAmodel was used

in Exp-1 to simulate storms. The only difference between

Exp-1 and Exp-4 is in their wind stress parameterisations.

Inter-comparison in this group evaluates the impact of

sea spray and wave state on the simulation results. Exp-2 is

the base wind stress parameterisation in which SSGF is

related only to friction velocity. Exp-3 uses the wave-state-

dependent SSGF; Exp-4 uses both the wave-state-dependent

SSGF and wave-age-dependent Charnock coefficient.

In addition, Exp-1, Exp-4, Exp-5 and Exp-6 are compared

to test the separate influences of sea spray on the wind stress

and heat fluxes. In Exp-5, only the sea spray impact on the

heat fluxes is introduced. Exp-6 is the full coupled model,

in which the sea spray impacts on both the wind stress and

heat fluxes are considered in order to investigate the sea

spray influence.

Fig. 3. The domain of the RCA model used in this study (red

box area); the red�is the FINO1 site; the blue box area is the area

shown in Figs. 17 and 18; the blue�indicates the centre of storm

Uill at time 2012-01-03:12 (discussed in Section 6.3).
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4.2. Measurements

In this study, the FINO1 data are used to verify the model

results. The FINO1 offshore platform (54800?53.5ƒN,

6835?15.5ƒE) is located 45 km north of Borkum Island

in the North Sea. A 100-m-tall mast is instrumented to mea-

sure the wind speed, wind direction, pressure and relative

humidity at multiple levels. Wind speed is measured at eight

levels (from approximately 33 to 100m) using cup anem-

ometers. Wind vanes are installed at 33, 50, 70 and 90m to

measure the wind direction. Air temperature is measured at

33, 40, 50, 70 and 100m and air humidity at 20 and 100m.

FINO1 faces rather open ocean conditions in the north and

west and stands in water 30mdeep. Further details about the

platform can be found in Neumann and Nolopp (2007).

5. Storm cases

Six storms (named Gero, Erwin/Gudrun, Kyrill, Ulli,

Patrick and Klaus) are used to test these parameterisations

including sea spray influence in the RCA�WAM coupled

system. The related information about the six storms [i.e.

track, minimum sea level pressure (MSLP), and maximum

wind speed at 925 hPa] are obtained from the Extreme

Wind Storms (XWS) Catalogue, in which storms are

tracked using the ERA-Interim dataset. For detailed

information about these data, please see www.european

windstorms.org/.

Gero, a severe Atlantic storm, was generated on 7 January

and dissipated on 14 January 2005. On 11�12 January, Gero

passed northwest of Ireland and north of Scotland, causing

a record wind speed of 45.2m s�1 in Stornoway, Scotland.

The MSLP according to the ERA-Interim reanalysis is

947.8 hPa recorded at 638W, 60.48N, at 0:00 12 January.

A second storm hit Europe in January 2005; it is called

Erwin (named by the Free University of Berlin) or Gudrun

(named by the Norwegian Meteorological Institute).

Gudrun/Erwin developed in a frontal zone south of

Newfoundland and then passed over the central North

Atlantic. The storm moved into the Baltic Sea on 9

January, with an MSLP of 960 hPa. As Gudrun/Erwin

continued to move eastward, it slowed down and dissipated

over Russia.

Kyrill was generated over Newfoundland on 15 January

2007, crossed the Atlantic Ocean, passed Ireland, crossed

the North Sea, and made landfall in Germany and the

Netherlands on 18 January. Its winds reached hurricane

strength, and the maximum wind speed over land was

36.4m s�1 at 925 hPa according to the ERA-Interim

reanalysis and the minimum mean sea level pressure was

961.1 hPa.

Ulli formed on 2 January and dissipated on 11 January

2012. During its life, it crossed the Atlantic Ocean,

North Sea and Baltic Sea, causing severe damage in the

UnitedKingdom. ERA-Interim reanalysis data indicate that

theminimummean sea level pressure was 954.3 hPa at 1.88E,
58.78N. The maximum wind speed at 925 hPa over land was

36.3m s�1.

Patrick (Dagmar) was generated on 24 December 2011 as

a weak low just south of Newfoundland. Patrick caused

severe damage in the central coastal areas, continuing over

the Scandinavian Peninsula towards the Baltic Sea and

Gulf of Finland. The minimum mean sea level pressure was

953.9 hPa at 17.48W, 61.28N. The maximum wind speed

at 925 hPa over land was 30.08m s�1.

Klaus is a windstorm, which made landfall over southern

France, Spain and parts of Italy on January 2009. The

storm generated in the Bay of Biscay and then moved to

the south-eastward though France. The minimum mean sea

level pressure was 966.0 hPa at 7.38W, 46.58N.

6. Results

6.1. Comparison with FINO1 measurements

To verify the model performance when introducing the

parameterisations into the coupled model system, the results

from the nearest grid point in the model are compared with

FINO1 hourly data. Four statistical parameters are used

in this study: the bias or mean error (ME), mean absolute

error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE) and Pearson

correlation coefficient (R). When the comparison group

data comprise fewer than 30 samples, the results are

not used.

Table 1. Wind stress and heat fluxes parameterisations for the various simulations

Experiments Wind stress Heat fluxes Notes

Exp-1 Eq. (19) RCA Basic experiments

Exp-2 Eqs. (5) and (6) RCA Basic sea spray parameterisation

Exp-3 Eqs. (5) and (9) RCA Wave-state-dependent SSGF impact on wind stress

Exp-4 Eqs. (5), (9) and (10) RCA Wave-state-dependent SSGF and impact on wind stress

Exp-5 Eq. (19) Andreas et al., 2014 Sea spray impact on heat fluxes

Exp-6 Eqs. (5), (9) and (10) Andreas et al., 2014 Full coupled case (Exp-4�Exp-5)
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6.1.1. Wind stress parameterisation comparison. The

simulation results of Exp-1 to Exp-4 for wind speed, wind

gradient and temperature are compared with measurements

from FINO1. Time series of wind speed at 33m are shown

in Fig. 4, statistical data in Table 2, and wind speed range

statistics in Fig. 5 to investigate the performance of the

parameterisations for different wind speed ranges.

When including the sea spray impact on the wind stress,

the statistics do not improve over the whole wind speed

range for any of the experimental set-ups (Table 2).

However, the various wind stress parameterisations includ-

ing the sea spray impact generally capture the high wind

peaks better. Inter-comparison of Exp-1 to Exp-4 indicates

that there is a small impact when including only the SSGF

parameterisation of Kudryavtsev et al. (2012) in Exp-2; the

impact is larger when including the wave-state-dependent

SSGF in Exp-3; the ME is reduced by up to 1m s�1 for

the high wind speed ranges when the wave-age-dependent

Charnock coefficient and SSGF are introduced in Exp-4.

Of Exp-1 to Exp-4 (Fig. 4), Exp-4 best captures the high

wind peaks. In the range of 16�24m s�1, the ME is reduced

by 0.72m s�1 (78%) and 0.75m s�1 (82%) in Exp-3 and

Exp-4, respectively; the MAE is reduced by 0.17m s�1

(12%) and 0.15m s�1 (10%) in Exp-3 and Exp-4, respec-

tively; and the RMSE is reduced by 0.13m s�1 (7%) and

0.12m s�1 (6%) in Exp-3 and Exp-4, respectively. Introdu-

cing the wave-state-dependent SSGF (Exp-3) has a greater

impact on the results than does introducing the wave-

age-dependent Charnock coefficient (see Fig. 5).When com-

paring wind measurements at other platform heights, the

results are similar. There are minor differences in the wind

gradient between the 100-m and 33-m measurements in the

different experiments (results not shown). When the sea

spray influence on the wind stress is considered, the model

performance will worsen slightly for temperature (data from

100m are shown in Table 3).

6.1.2. The co-impact of sea spray wind stress and heat

fluxes. Adding only the sea spray impact on the heat

fluxes only slightly influences the wind speed in the high

wind speed range compared with the control experiment.

Table 2. Comparative statistics for the wind speed results at a

height of 33m; bias or mean error (ME), mean absolute error

(MAE), root mean square error (RMSE) and Pearson correlation

coefficient (R)

Exp-1 Exp-2 Exp-3 Exp-4 Exp-5 Exp-6

ME 0.13 0.09 0.47 0.56 0.20 0.62

MAE 1.83 1.88 1.86 1.95 1.85 2.03

RMSE 2.47 2.55 2.59 2.74 2.53 2.79

R 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.86 0.87 0.86
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Fig. 4. Modelled wind speed results compared with FINO1 measurements at a height of 33m: (a) January 2005, (b) January 2007 and

(c) January 2012.
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However, the wind speed will increase if only the sea spray

influence on the wind stress is taken into account (Exp-4).

If the sea spray impacts on both the wind stress and the

heat fluxes (Exp-6) are included, the simulations perform

better in terms of ME, MAE and RMSE than if only one

impact is introduced (Exp-4 and Exp-5) in the high wind

speed range (20�24m s�1) (Table 4).

In general, the modelled air temperature will decrease

slightly if only the sea spray impact on wind stress is

considered (see Exp-4 in Figs. 6 and 7). In contrast, if

the sea spray impact on heat fluxes in introduced, the air

temperature will increase (especially in the high wind speed

range, the temperature error is reduced by more than 0.28C
in terms of ME andMAE; see Exp-5 in Fig. 7). Adding both

influences (Exp-6) improves the model’s temperature per-

formance, increasing the temperature (see Fig. 6). According

to the statistical results in terms of ME, MAE, RMSE and

R (see Table 3 and Fig. 7), if the sea spray impact on both

the heat fluxes and wind stress are added (Exp-6), the

model’s temperature performance will be better than if only

one influence is added.

6.2. Storm tracks and intensity

6.2.1. Storm tracks. The simulated storm tracks, defined

from the minimum sea level pressure, are compared with the

observations in Fig. 8, while a summary of the MAE analysis

of the storm tracks is presented in Table 5. The simulated

storm tracks generally appear to be consistent with the obser-

vations. However, all experiments perform poorly when the

storms suddenly change their heading direction, as storms

Gero and Ulli did. The different wind stress parameterisations

only slightly influence the storm tracks. If only the sea spray

impact on the heat fluxes is considered in the coupled model

(Exp-5), the impact is slightly larger, and the tracks of most

storms will be somewhat better simulated (however still not

significantly). Considering the sea spray influence on both

stress and heat fluxes, it has only little effect on the storm tracks

(even little worse than Exp-5).

6.2.2. Minimum sea level pressure. The temporal devel-

opment of the MSLP of storms is shown in Fig. 9 and the
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Fig. 5. Statistical results for wind speed measured at a height of 33m (a) mean error, (b) mean absolute error and (c) root mean

square difference.

Table 3. Comparative statistics for the temperature results at a height

of 100m; bias or mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE), root

mean square error (RMSE) and Pearson correlation coefficient (R)

Exp-1 Exp-2 Exp-3 Exp-4 Exp-5 Exp-6

ME �0.59 �0.58 �0.65 �0.68 �0.44 �0.41

MAE 0.99 0.99 1.04 1.06 0.87 0.87

RMSE 1.40 1.40 1.44 1.45 1.31 1.31

R 0.87 0.87 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.87

Table 4. Comparative statistics for the different wind speed range

results at a height of 33m; bias or mean error (ME), mean absolute

error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE)

m s�1 0�4 4�8 8�12 12�16 16�20 20�24

ME

Exp-1 1.46 0.79 0.52 �0.08 �0.65 �1.67

Exp-4 1.82 1.16 0.78 0.31 0.04 �0.75

Exp-5 1.72 1.02 0.55 �0.06 �0.68 �1.57

Exp-6 1.87 1.14 0.79 0.42 0.16 �0.55

MAE

Exp-1 1.73 2.22 1.94 1.66 1.27 2.05

Exp-4 2.01 2.41 2.18 1.82 1.17 1.76

Exp-5 1.88 2.27 1.83 1.74 1.35 2.06

Exp-6 2.03 2.61 2.09 1.87 1.50 1.75

RMSE

Exp-1 2.15 2.82 2.67 2.35 1.61 2.52

Exp-4 2.49 3.23 3.04 2.68 1.56 2.27

Exp-5 2.45 2.94 2.53 2.51 1.73 2.58

Exp-6 2.61 3.32 2.98 2.65 1.99 2.31
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related MAEs are shown in Table 6. Comparing simulations

usingdifferentwind stress parameterisations (Exp-1 toExp-4)

indicates that all experiments underestimate the intensity of

the storms. Introducing only a non-wave-state-dependent

SSGF has a minor impact on the storm simulations (Exp-2).

When a wave-state-dependent SSGF is introduced into the

wind stress parameterisation of Kudryavtsev et al. (2012)

(Exp-3), the storm is intensified and the MSLP simulation

improves. The simulation improves further by adding the

wave-age-dependent Charnock coefficient (Exp-4). Exp-4 is

the best one when compared with the reanalysis data, which

can reduce theMSLP error byapproximately 11%onaverage

compared with Exp-1.

Including the impact of sea spray in the heat flux

parameterisation has a smaller effect, but it can still reduce

the error ofMSLP by approximately 7% compared with the

error in Exp-1.When the sea spray impacts on both the wind

stress and heat fluxes are added, the simulatedMSLP results
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improve significantly, with an average 23% reduction of

the error from Exp-1 (see Table 6).

6.2.3. Maximum wind speed. The time series of max-

imum wind speed at 925 hPa for the six storm cases are

shown in Fig. 10 and the related MAEs are shown in

Table 7. The performances of the different wind stress

parameterisations are similar to the MSLP performance, as

the parameters are strongly linked. In Exp-4, the maximum

wind speed error is reduced by an average of approximately

17%. When letting the sea spray influence the heat fluxes

only, the model results improve only slightly. Introducing

the sea spray influence on both heat fluxes and wind stress

yields the best maximum wind speed performance, reducing

the error by an average of 23% from that of Exp-1. The

significant influences on the maximum wind speed are

exerted mainly during the periods of highest wind speed.

6.3. Storm structure

In this section, one time step from storm Uill (2012-

01-03:12) is used to illustrate the influence of the sea spray
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Fig. 8. The storm tracks represented by the minimum sea level pressure every three hours: (a) Gero, (b) Erwin/Gudrun, (c) Kyrill,

(d) Ulli, (e) Patrick and (f) Klaus.

Table 5. The mean absolute error (MAE) of the minimum sea

level pressure centre (km)

Exp-1 Exp-2 Exp-3 Exp-4 Exp-5 Exp-6

Gero 187.92 189.86 182.32 150.99 170.48 184.31

Erwin 172.49 174.53 174.34 172.85 174.91 180.54

Kyrill 106.56 110.58 119.84 131.80 101.88 132.21

Ulli 250.64 265.42 254.23 259.64 230.51 199.48

Patrick 193.08 245.76 197.37 197.88 194.17 186.84

Klaus 266.72 270.49 251.58 250.69 268.47 269.11

Average 196.23 209.44 196.61 193.98 190.07 192.08
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on the storm structure. The general impact of changes in

the various parameterisations is similar in the develop-

ment of all storms. The minimum pressure in this situation

is approximately 945 hPa and maximum wind speed at

925 hPa exceeds 30m s�1. The sea level pressure, 10-m

wind speed, significant wave height, temperature, humidity

and heat fluxes are all shown in Fig. 11.

Figures 12�16 show the differences between Exp-1 and

Exp-3 to Exp-6 for sea level pressure, wind speed at 10m,

heat flux, wave age and wind wave age at time 2012-01-

03:12, respectively. Exp-2 is not shown as the differences
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Fig. 9. The minimum sea level pressure of different storms over time: (a) Gero, (b) Erwin/Gudrun, (c) Kyrill, (d) Ulli, (e) Patrick

and (f) Klaus.

Table 6. The mean absolute error (MAE) of the minimum sea

level pressure (hPa)

Exp-1 Exp-2 Exp-3 Exp-4 Exp-5 Exp-6

Gero 6.62 6.41 5.78 5.69 6.10 5.06

Erwin 2.45 2.43 2.35 2.36 2.35 2.16

Kyrill 3.67 3.65 3.33 3.28 3.72 3.21

Ulli 3.78 3.65 2.99 2.68 3.51 2.28

Patrick 7.61 7.70 6.83 7.27 6.54 5.33

Klaus 2.58 2.60 2.58 2.53 2.53 2.41

Average 4.45 4.41 3.98 3.97 4.12 3.41
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are small when including only the wind stress parameteri-

sation of Kudryavtsev et al. (2012). Introducing the sea state

impact on the SSGF and the Charnock coefficient (Exp-3 and

Exp-4) into the parameterisation of Kudryavtsev et al. (2012)

intensifies the storms, as was also seen in Figs. 9 and 10,

lowering the sea level pressure and an increasing the wind

speed. If only the sea spray impact on wind stress is

introduced, the heat flux is only slightly increased due to

the increased wind speed (Fig. 14). However, considering

the sea spray heat flux (Exp-5) significantly changes the

heat flux (up to 70Wm�2) in the high wind speed area.
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Fig. 10. The maximum wind speed at 925 hPa of different storms over time: (a) Gero, (b) Erwin/Gudrun, (c) Kyrill, (d) Ulli, (e) Patrick

and (f) Klaus.

Table 7. The mean absolute error (MAE) of the maximum wind

speed at 925 hPa (m s�1)

Exp-1 Exp-2 Exp-3 Exp-4 Exp-5 Exp-6

Gero 4.58 4.12 3.41 3.34 4.38 3.34

Erwin 2.96 2.93 2.54 2.52 3.12 2.53

Kyrill 2.16 2.14 1.79 1.82 2.11 1.66

Ulli 1.71 1.69 1.81 1.97 1.53 1.98

Patrick 3.86 3.71 2.81 2.93 3.43 2.40

Klaus 1.76 1.70 1.59 1.57 1.54 1.24

Average 2.84 2.72 2.32 2.36 2.68 2.19
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Fig. 11. The simulation results from the control experiment (Exp-1) at time 2012-01-03:12: (a) wind speed (m s�1) at 10m and sea level
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If the sea spray impacts on both wind stress and heat fluxes

are considered (Exp-6), the heat flux will increase by more

than 80Wm�2 in high wind speed areas. Considering sea

spray impacts on both heat fluxes and wind stress (Exp-6)

will increase the wind speed by more than 2m s�1 in some

high wind speed areas. When considering the impact of

sea spray, it changes the wave age and wind wave age

significantly (see Figs. 15 and 16). The spatial pattern of

wave age and wind wave age is also different.

The humidity and temperature structures of the storm in

the same time step of Exp-1 are shown in Figs. 17 and 18.

Point (0, 0), the centre of the storm in this time step, is

shown in the blue box area in Fig. 3. In this time step, high-

speed wind take high-humidity and high-temperature air
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Fig. 12. Difference in sea level pressure (hPa) from that of Exp-1 at time 2012-01-03:12: (a) Exp-3 � Exp-1, (b) Exp-4 � Exp-1, (c) Exp-5 �
Exp-1 and (d) Exp-6 � Exp-1. The red�is the centre of the storm in this time step.
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from the south-west of the storm centre to maintain the

intensity of the storm.

Considering the sea spray influence on the momentum

flux slightly increases the humidity, even at higher levels

(Exp-4). In the 800 hPa and 600 hPa layer, Exp-4 has lower

air temperatures than does Exp-1 in most areas (see Fig. 18).

Considering only the sea spray impact on the heat fluxes

(Exp-5) will increase the air humidity in front and to the

right of the storm centre and reduce the air humidity

behind the storm centre in the lower 950 hPa layer. As the

height increases, the influence on the humidity decreases

(see Fig. 17). For temperature structure (Fig. 18), the sea

spray impact on heat fluxes will increase the air tempera-

ture by approximately 0.38C in most areas at a height of

800 hPa. At a height of 600 hPa, the temperature is still over

0.18C higher than in Exp-1.

The differences between the full coupled simulation

(i.e. including the sea spray impact on both wind stress

and heat fluxes) and Exp-1 are also shown in Figs. 17

and 18. The influence pattern is similar to that of Exp-6
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Fig. 13. Difference in wind speed at 10m (m s�1) from that of Exp-1 at time 2012-01-03:12: (a) Exp-3 � Exp-1, (b) Exp-4 � Exp-1,

(c) Exp-5 � Exp-1 and (d) Exp-6 � Exp-1. The red�is the centre of the storm in this time step.
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(i.e. including only sea spray impact on heat fluxes), but the

influence is stronger. The temperature is over 0.58 higher

than that in Exp-1 in most of the areas at 800 hPa.

7. Discussion

In this study, sea spray influence on the development of

storms is investigated in an atmosphere�wave coupled

model incorporating a proposed sea spray influence drag

coefficient parameterisation and the heat flux parameter-

isation of Andreas et al. (2014). Introducing only the SSGF

parameterisation of Kudryavtsev et al. (2012) has a rela-

tive small effect on the simulation. It is only when also

introducing the wave state impact on the SSGF and the

wave-age-dependent Charnock coefficient that the effect on

the simulated storm intensity increases (Exp-3 and Exp-4).

The best model performance is observed in the setup

including the sea spray influence on both wind stress and

surface heat fluxes (Exp-6), which increases the air

temperature and intensifies the storms.
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As expected, the wind stress parameterisations including

sea spray influence can improve the model performance in

the high wind speed range, but the model performs worse in

the low wind speed range relative to the FINO1 data. One

possible explanation is that swell conditions usually arise

at low wind speeds. The existence of swell will influence the

turbulence in the near-surface layer. The swell waves and

airflow form a very complex interaction with increasing

or decreasing stress depending on a variety of parameters,

including wave state, wave height and direction differences

between waves and wind (i.e. Donelan et al., 1997;

Drennan et al., 1999; Kudryavtsev and Makin, 2004;

Högström et al., 2009). These effects are not included in

the suggested parameterisation and the model can thus not

be expected to perform well in low wind conditions.

The new parameterisations including sea spray impact

add some biases to the wind speed in the intermediate wind

speed range. This may be caused by the underestimation of

the drag coefficient in the intermediate wind speed range

when the wave age and wind wave age is large (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 15. Difference in wave age from that of Exp-1 at time 2012-01-03:12: (a) Exp-3 � Exp-1, (b) Exp-4 � Exp-1, (c) Exp-5 � Exp-1 and
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The SSGFs used in this study is adapted from Zhao et al.

(2006), which is based on limited amount of measure-

ments. There may be some uncertainness in the SSGFs,

which cause the increased biases in the intermediate wind

speed range compared to the control experiment (Exp-1).

Inter-comparison between the six experiments indicates

that wind stress parameterisations including sea spray

intensify the storms (in terms of wind speed and minimum

pressure). When the sea spray impact on the wind stress is

considered, the drag coefficient will decrease, transporting

less energy to the ocean and leaving more energy in the

atmosphere. This will lead to intensified storms in the

simulations. The decreasing drag coefficient at high wind

speeds will reduce the transfer coefficients of sensible and

latent heat fluxes, in turn reducing the heat fluxes. In

this respect, the sea spray influence on the wind stress

will reduce the air temperature, as also observed in the

simulations. Introducing sea spray impact on the heat

fluxes will increase the heat fluxes transported from ocean

to atmosphere and increase the air temperature. This also
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can be seen in the structure of the humidity and tempera-

ture (Figs. 17 and 18). Adding the sea-spray-mediated

heat fluxes has the same effect as the increase of the heat

transfer via increase of the temperature roughness scale,

as suggested by Kudryavtsev et al. (2012).

If the impacts of sea spray on both wind stress and

heat fluxes are considered (Exp-6), it overestimates the

wind speed in some time periods compared to FINO1 data.

Thus Exp-6 adds more biases to the wind speed simulation

compared to Exp-4. One possible reason for the biases

is that the resolution of the model is not high enough

to capture the wind speed change in the simulations. When

a decrease of drag coefficient and increase of heat transfer

were implemented into the numerical simulation in the

study of Zweers et al. (2015), the intensity of the tropical

cyclones was overestimated. Sensitivity experiments show

that the changes of SST have a big impact on the intensity

of tropical cyclones. This may also explain the overestima-

tion of wind speed in some periods in our simulation of

mid-latitude storms in Exp-6 because the changes of SST

are not considered in this study. The decrease of the drag

coefficient reduces the heat transfer coefficient. However,

the increase of the wind speed caused by the decrease of

drag coefficient increases the sea-spray-mediated heat fluxes.

The co-impact of the two functions, i.e., sea spray impact

on wind stress and heat fluxes, make that the temperature

simulation of Exp-6 has the best performance in the simu-

lation of the temperature.

Including sea spray in the heat flux parameterisation

(Exp-5) is little more important than the wind stress for

the storm tracks (both of them have little effect), improving

them to some extent. One possible reason for this im-

provement is that more energy (heat) will be transported

to the atmosphere in the high wind speed area, which is

not symmetrical around the storm centre. This unsymme-

trical energy increase (due to sea spray heat fluxes in the

high wind speed areas) will make the storm centre shift in

the direction with more energy. The sea spray heat fluxes

can also provide energy for storm development.

Introducing the sea spray impact on wind stress does

not improve the storm track significantly. One possible

reason for this insignificant improvement is that the studied

domain covers Europe (i.e. is dominated by land areas),

so the storm centres are not located over the ocean surface

Fig. 17. Difference in humidity from that of Exp-1 at different heights at time 2012-01-03:12: (a) Exp-1, (b) Exp-4 � Exp-1, (c) Exp-5 �
Exp-1 and (d) Exp-6 � Exp-1.
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for extended time periods. The impact of the wind stress

parameterisation over the sea may not be enough to change

the storm tracks to any great extent.

The main limitation when parameterising sea spray is

the limited data at very high wind speeds. Because of the

limited data, we use the parameterisation of Kudryavtsev

et al. (2012) based on the agreement with the measure-

ments used in this paper. The formulation is expanded to

include the impact of the wave state on the SSGF and the

Charnock coefficient.

8. Summary and conclusions

Measurementsmade in the field and laboratory indicate that

sea spray plays an important role in momentum and heat

fluxes. At high wind speeds, most studies demonstrate that

the drag coefficient decreases with increasing wind speeds

(e.g. Powell et al., 2003). In addition, the sea-spray-mediated

heat fluxes are larger than the interfacial heat fluxes (i.e.

Andreas and Emanuel, 2001; Andreas et al., 2008). In

the present study, a new wind stress parameterisation is

proposed based on the parameterisation of Kudryavtsev

and Makin (2011) and Kudryavtsev et al. (2012). The wave-

state-dependent SSGF (Zhao et al., 2006) and wave-age-

dependent Charnock coefficient (Carlsson et al., 2009) are

introduced into the proposed wind stress parameterisation.

The wind stress parameterisations and heat flux parameter-

isations at high wind speeds are applied to an atmosphere�
wave coupled model to simulate several storm cases for the

comparison of the wind stress parameterisations and their

co-impact with the sea spray influence on the development

of storms.

Introducing the wave-state-dependent SSGF into the

wind stress parameterisation improves the model results at

high wind speeds. The newly proposed parameterisation

increases the high wind speeds but reduces the air tempera-

ture relative to the control experiment. The most impor-

tant component of the new parameterisation is the wave

dependence of the SSGF. Based on the measurements, this

component improves the models wind speed performance

but degrades the air temperature performance. If the sea

spray impacts on both the wind stress and heat fluxes are

considered, the model will perform the best not only for

temperature, but also for wind speed.

As expected, the wind stress parameterisation includ-

ing the sea spray influence intensifies the storms in terms

Fig. 18. Difference in temperature from that of Exp-1 at different heights at time 2012-01-03:12: (a) Exp-1, (b) Exp-4 � Exp-1, (c) Exp-5

� Exp-1 and (d) Exp-6 � Exp-1.
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of MSLP and maximum wind speed. Adding only the sea

spray impact on heat fluxes to the parameterisation causes

minor changes in the storm intensity and the storm tracks.

Including sea spray heat fluxes can increase the humidity

and temperature in storms; in contrast, including the sea

spray impact on wind stress will reduce the humidity and

temperature (Figs. 17 and 18).

From the simulation results, we conclude that the

influence of sea spray on storm development is important

and should be taken into account in numerical models.

The study includes one coupled model and six storms, which

can be considered too limited to support more generalised

conclusions. One can, however, generally expect slightly

more intense storms in coupled models when taking the

effects of waves and sea spray into account. It is also

important to introduce the wave impact on the SSGF (and

on the Charnock coefficient) as well as the sea spray impact

on heat fluxes. The uncertain physical mechanism under-

lying the sea spray impacts on the wind stress and heat fluxes

should be further studied to obtain better parameterisa-

tions for numerical models. In addition, the details of the

sea spray impact on the storm structure should be studied

to learn more about the mechanism in operation.
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